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Prologue in Heaven:
The view therefrom
Recipients of filthy lucre for their
poetic efforts in the Quarterlu this
year are Dan Kopkas and Charles
Zarobila. l\Ir. Kopkas ha been well
known to the Carroll community
ince his arrival here in 1967 through
publications in the Quarterly and
readings for the Cultural Arts Committee and in Room l. Recently Mr.
Kopkas learned that several of his
poems which have appeared in the
Quarterly will be published in the
1971 edition of Th e Yearbook of
M oclern Poetry prepared by Young
Publications. His poetry is characterized by light free ver e rhythms,
humor, and a thematic concern with
the loss of innocence which reflects,
his d evotion to J.R.R. Tolkein. This
is the second distinguished author
award for Mr. Zarobila, a junior, who
received recognition last year for his
blank verse narrative, "The Quest of
Seth." His work is notable for its
rhytlunic variety and perfection, understatement, and crystalline imagery.

•
In the past few months the movie
scene in the Heights has been genuinely exasperating. While "The
Stewardesses" began its run at the
Heights Art before Thanksgiving and
was still running early in April, such
interesting films as "The Last Valley," "Gimme Shelter," and "Women
in Love" each had a run of just one
week. Since the managers of local
cinemas cannot be expected to set
standards of taste but only to respond
to the tastes of their audiences, one
must conclude that movie-goers in
the Heights are not part of the intelligent, under-thirty crowd which Time
and Life tell us has opted for the

motion picture as its dominant art
form.
Although no 3-D glasses were provided, "The Last Valley" contained
image · of de elation which imprinted
themselves indelibly on the imagination, which continued to engage one
even on third viewing. The film also
proved that a great portrayal, such
as l\1ichael Caine's Captain, is, like
a work of art, inexhau tible. One is
tempted to specu late that Caine's
succe s in the role of a man who, in
the seventeenth century, while fighting God's Thirty Years War, killed
God in the massacre at Magdeburg
is largely due to the character's fitness to our own age. If any century
approached our own in a sense of
rootlessness, it was the seventeenth,
when sorcery and science, fanaticism
and faithlessness blossomed together.
The director of "The Last Valley"
succeeds in pointing at the fundamental emptiness which grounds both
fanaticism and despair; the seventeenth century (and perhaps our
own?) created its own paradigm for
this sense of confusion - holy war.
Caine's brilliance consists in his
fin e sense of the balance which the
role demands. The captain is not an
animal; as one of his brutish soldiers
remarks, he is clever. His ruthlessness
is somehow controlled and he hasn't
the emotional crudity of the savage:
eminently rational, the Captain does
only what is "necessary." The overriding question about the Captain,
however, is one of motivation: Why
does he continue to fight God's war
after the death of God at Magdeburg? The only answer appears to be
necessity: the world exists and one
adapts oneself for the sake of survival; men can continue to act long
after principles have withdrawn. The
doom of the faithless Captain and
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that of the fanatic priest are no different in a world without meaning. The
man in the middle, figured in Vogel
the teacher, must make peace with
both extremes; when the delicate
balance is upset and his principles
forbid him to seek the solution of the
Captain - "Kill the priest" - Vogel
must run. But where is there to go
beyond the last val ley?

•
CO SID ERA TIO S
CO CER I G THE WARRIOR
I
The maximum treason to mankind
and to self results when a man goes
to war, not as a warrior, but as an
Idea list who curses his actions and
yet, who knows no mercy in his ideal
self-justifications.

II
The warrior is not himself prejudiced, rather it is the drafted killer
who relishes the vile meaningless
dehumanizing labels. A warrior wants
to meet a man not a worm.

III
Men are fated to their life roles b y
personal proclivities, at least very
often, and the men who are best
tailors or professors, are in battle the
ultimate d es troyers . They seek to
detain the possible; to destroy before
its fruition what could be perilous.
However, the warrior acts when
Necessity, his only god, forces him.
The warrior holds back his sword
until the whilom possibility becomes
insistent and exigent.
IV
There are many kinds of honor,
each fashioned by the man and his
mileiu. A man's soul is delimited. The
merchant and the mechanic kill
sordidly for they seek an excuse in

didactic fables not in the fathomless
reality of their honor, an honor not
meant for the battlefield.

v
To be merciful on the battlefield,
one must understand the battlefield's
existence and comprehend the forces
upon it. The wanior is merciful because he fights in order to die. The
conscripted killer's goal is not on the
battlefield, but in a new life beyond
it - this vision allows him to forget
his humanity. For war can only be
a reason in itself, any other reason is
a blasphemy.

•
A subjective consideration that
may be of interest to you and one
that may not.

I.
Literary history moves critically
both ways upon the time line. What
would have been the place of Kyd
or of Marlowe had not Shakspere
been a dramatist? H e gave meanin g
to that genre in England - vast
meaning. H ad he been a novelist
many good, exceptional but not
geniu s-wrou ght plays would no
longer be read. Thus, literary history
is not tru e to chronology and should
not attempt to be - it must be tru e
to the fi gures that give its arcane
researchings meaning.

II.
Pao la and Franscensca whirl in
hell in consummate love, brought
together by the inordinate efficacy of
a book, th e romance of Lancelot. In
th e beneficent or malificent effect of
that Romance on these two is to be
refl ected the illusory efficacy of the
Comedy as a futil e conjuration of the
forever inaccessible Beatrice. Dante
makes his book as nothing in the
Inferno itself; a very subtile humility.

-4-

Red Rose Bush After Pruning

I remember your patience and my sorrow
I am trembling still.
I have plucked the thorn
From my fin ger where it lodged
When the bee chased m e indoors
Away from your dying boughs.
Y our cousin's child
Stands straight and proud Alone before m e,
Its peach-pink petals
Opened above down-pointed thorns
And morning dew clinging
Under a few leaves.
I can still smell the earthy scent
And feel the soft drizzle
Of the sun-shower that came
When I took your withered children
From you and threw them
At your feet.
I remember your patience and my sorrow
But I tremble still.
- MAKU

-5-

The Sea Dream
I

Down late walking corridors
of night he came
the pilgrim
fire-eyed and weary with youth
splintered and shattered on the ltcisted
wreck of the sixth day
mourning his dead
lost on the scorched parched earth
of his sorrow shore
Down half lost lanes
of dreams he came
singing
mouthing the gull's cry
"to see the sea"
"to see the sea"
with salt lips drawn down halls
of weathered lies he came
to the silhouette freedom of the beach
at the edge of the world

II
H e stood on the ocean's edge
stirred like a sea bird about
to quit his landed perch
betrayed by the words of the third day
yet still for a moment
silent in the first light
waiting for the shadows with gulled eyes
watching
H e watched them com e
the fishers with sticks and lines
to cast and weave the water
green and white in the sun's web
kneeling for warmth
with their sticks upright ·in the earth
tops heaving with the play of some
giant fish-like b1·eathing
trying to tie clown the ocean
with silver threads
He watched them come
the bold ones with bold steps
walking the edge of sand and salt
balanced on the dancing line
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laughing in challenge to the white water
wagging their heads in defiance
claiming the power of the u.;ater's turning
He watched them come
the builders with sand and stone
filling and subduing the land to its edge
totally absorbed in the glory of lnlilding
with watchtowers and sand castles
trying to fortify their boundaries
in safety to the ocean

III
H e watched them all come
and he was afraid and tried to run
startled into flight until
the giant tickled him with the froth of his tongue
tickled and made him laugh
and want to run free and splashing
he slipped along the footprints the giant leaves
breathing hard until he felt the water
lick at his own brown boots
and he slowed clown and found
himself alone with the ocean
in the green white glare
of the eye of the god

IV
Far out in the ocean
where the shore dwindles
to a shape out of sight
and fttrth er out
beyond the speed of ships
and the eyes of man
where nothing disturbs the waves at rest
except the echo of th e wind's hand
a spirit moves upon the water
and there it dives and there it dances
and there it dwells in single joy and longing
and these are th e land dreams
that burned the minds of those
that first built th eir souls into ships
and set sail from the edge of their world
to dance
in the free lust of open rage and open calm
their sea dream now
as their spirits m et upon the water

- DA IEL KOPKAS
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Pattern

A

OLD man at a desk. On the de k are an open book, a picture of the
man and his wife taken in 1930, an ash tray supporting a cigarette
burning with a very long ash, and a faceted, crystal paperweight. The room
is small with one window directly behind the old man who is sitting in a highbacked leather chair. The window is divided by a strip of wood trim two
inches wide. The sun, small in late afternoon, hesitates in the horizon of a
winter sky; its light entering the window just above the wooden strip, is
refracted through the prism-like paperweight creating a pattern of subtle
color on the wall facing the old man. His tired, grey eyes gaze steadily at
the pattern. He is near sleep; yet the colors fascinate him - hold him in a
way he doesn't try to understand. Past and present confuse themselves in the
pattern on the wall. There was a time. But that is gone, he tells himself.
It is night. The old man is a young boy. Summer breathes soft through
the screened windows of his bedroom and sways the curtains hanging open
inside. The boy climbs a ladder propped against a shed in back of hi house.
He stands on the peak of the roof, high above the friends who arc gathered
below to watch him. The boy jumps from the peak, but instead of falling, he
hovers in the air over the heads of his friends. They cheer and whistle with
delight as he slowly floats to the ground before them.
How much time has passed, the old man wonders. The cigarette is still
wasting in the ash tray. The pattern of color has hardly changed on the wall.
Has any time passed at all?
Rain. The old man is a young man, nineteen. H e leans against the wall
of a trench; clothed in mud, burried in mud. A blur among blurs in th
confusion of noise and the young man next to him is smashed against the
back of the h·ench and falls at his feet. Quiet rain washes mud from that face
photographed in the last moment of horrible calm. "He's dead," the young
man breathes through his teeth. He was killed, the old man nods as the long
ash collapses and his cigarette tumbles into the ash tray. But France is not
real. This is real - this cigarette in this room. One death is not real, only
many dyings.

Burning incense drifts amid the notes of a choir's chant. Dies Ire. The
church, tomb-like and <.lank offers only darkness into which the widower
pours his grief. His mind reels between the world of his thoughts and the
world surrounding him. \Vorlds on worlds in worlds clash and then harmonize
in the high-vaulted church building. Confiteor Deo omnipotente, beate Maria
semper virgine ... The memory is passed quickly. He doesn't remember a
kiss. Only now, the smooth, grey, metal casket and her cold face white
beneath the still black hair. Mea culpa, m ea culpa, mea maxima culpa
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H e had not thought it would be this way - matter-of-fact. He somehow
thought there would be a second chance - as if he could try the idea first.
But this day and the three before it ask no q uestions - leave no choice.
Next to him in the pew, his sister's aging fingers play over the black
beads she holds tight to her breast. The pew is plain - the kneelers hard.
They pain his knees as he shifts his weight slightly from one leg to the other.
The Latin drone of the priest lulls him into a state of trance. Cold stone and
huge cross above the altar - that never-changing face of death at once
compassionate and blank-pained and rested - forever crucified weighs down
on him. His son's confused eyes look up into those of his father. The man
places his hand on the boy's shoulder. It is warm and small beneath the
newly pressed suit coat. I have no words even for him, our son. H e is less
mine now. Her dying claims part of him as it also claims a part of me.
Walking down the main aisle out of the church behind the priest and
two candle-holding youths, he remembers serving funderals as an altar boy not to make a sound or flinch if the hot wax spilled on his hand - now, trying
to bite back a different pain. The priest sprinkles holy water on the casket.
There is salt in holy water. He remembers the priest blessing it in the sacristy
as he and another boy lit the censer in preparation for a requiem.
As the casket is lifted and carried towards the back door of the church,
the sun breaks from behind a cloud outside and filters through stained glass
casting a colored pattern on the man's face and on the face of the candlebearing youngster standing next to the priest. The pattern on the wall fades
as that same sun drops lower in the sky. The light passing through the crystal
paperweight is cut off by the strip of wood trim dividing the window. The
old man's eyes are still fixed on the place where the pattern danced seconds
before. The paperweight is transformed from agent to object. Sleep claims
the old man and his eyes close to the void on the wall.
Low and intricate melodies of flutes weave in and out of the old man's
sleep. He rises from his chair, walking slowly and with a cane out the door
of his small study. The Persian rug on the living room floor is still elegant
though the years have worn and faded its print making the design pale and
subtle and soft. Age has likewise mellowed the furniture of the room. The
pieces blend smoothly with the rug, walls and ceiling. The room has a
harmony of its own - as if the passing years had carefully tuned it to the
present perfection. o single object is outstanding - yet taken together, all
comprise a symphony for the eyes.
The old man smiles quietly as he shuffles through the living room, past
the dining room and into the kitchen. He notices how yellow the whitepainted walls have grown. And the stove is not as clean as his wife had once
kept it. He opens the door to the basement and stands a while staring into the
blackness. He is alone at the top of the steps. No friends wait below to watch
him - only the blackness impassively awaits him - the deep quiet of a dead
soldier's eyes. He takes a faltering step and tumbles and falls and spins and
drifts into the void. But sleep numbs his body and cushions his fall to a
whirling melody of flutes.
-10-

The sun sinks even lower in the winter sky and as it slips below the
window's wooden trim, it light once again pa e through the paperweight
creating a pattern of color on the wall. 1othing has changed. The old man's
cigarette has fallen into the ash tray and gone out. His eye are closed in
sleep. But the room is still small around him. The book still lies open before
him on the desk. The picture of him and his wife is still in its place. The
pattern has returned to the wall. 1othing has really changed.

-
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VA

Opus
this one sits
as silent as bat wings
on the edge
the steady coursing pour
is heavy on night
m elting objects
trees, slate roofs, and
cars without pause or tin pan
deep tow for bone weary leaves
that since the first snow were
beneath and now are free
to 1'Un the journey's end
you know, you must be free
to course that way
calm to take the last whirl
as the first pool
in the same street gutter
downpour.
- CAROL FURPAHS

-
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T

VOORE

At The Wake

The host prefers to sit shadowed in th e corner
Just beyond the yelloLL;ed lnmp shade,
Studyina the wafts of gladiola
And the beating of his blanched inten ity
Among the b rou;ning black bouquet of mourners
Consoling u;ith prayers. H e alone re arefs
Eternity, fragile limbs being lnid
Among roots, left to decompose in a hole, a
Scythe to stems of sensit ivity
Like his, that a years-spanned past of touching u;hets.
A trembling void, he knou;s that salted flou;ers
Are dying in the parlor and mourning doesn't mend
A lacerated soul u;hose aching towers
Beyond the crepe-cushioned criers'
And bleeds at her end.

- KATHLEEN NOLA

-
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The Parting

I have not forgotten the fa ce you carved for m e,
Tactful in its marble sym pathy and angled
With yow d egrees of kindly tooled concern
When you counseled me with approbation to be
Th e ;::;enith's mirror goddess, shackle-banaled
By the m ercury of my character to yearn
For the laurel.
But I do not reflect that white sublime.
I breathe the heav y air of the soil and plant
Orchids, but flowers still and deep lavender.
Some rod turns my revolutions in time,
Spins my fiber into threads that rant
At their creation, straining to la.nd a bur

In the whorl.
But I clo rebel at the spindle's quake,
My eyes like spun glass.
But they do not break.

- KATHLEE

-
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Untitled

Devil deV"il
angel may care
the trees awoke
and the rains arrived
once more the windows
were shattered
They will lift up their limbs
and pull out their roots
and tum their leaves over in shame
away from the deviled angels
who wail at the death of the sun
and all the mirrors
will be broken
and the fruit will be stretched
and the nooses taut
and the world will end
with a hanging
Devil devil
angel may care
not with fire
not with flood
once more the windows
were shattered

-DANIEL KOPKAS

-14-

The Alienation Effect
In The Plays Of Shakespere

S

HAKSPERE'S attitude toward the art of the poet as playwright is often
seen as indicated in Theseus' choral remark on Bottom's Pyramus
and Thisby:
The best in this kind are but shaddow ; and the
worst are no worse, if imagination amend them.
M D, V.i. 214-5

These lines are but a specific application of Theseus' earlier speech on the
nature of imagination:
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact.

*

*
*
The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation, and a name.
M TD , Vi.i 7-8, 12-7

A play, then, is altogether an illusion, inhabiting a different world, apart
from the reality of the physical universe. It is this understanding of the
essence of drama that is the foundation of Shakspere's rebuttal in the
Prologues of H enry V of his critics (including Jonson) who decried the Jack
of realism in his histories. The Chorus in H enry V argues that a play's purpose
is not to be simply realistic; rather it should stimulate the imaginations of
those in the audience so that they, too, might enter into the world of the
poet's mind:
Think when we talk of horses that you see them
Printing their proud hoofs i' the receiving earth.
For 'tis your thoughts that now must deck our kings,
Carry them here and there, jumping o'er times,
Turning the accomplishment of many years
Into an hourglass.
H enry V, Prologue 26-31
Given this make-believe nature of drama, the question arises as to why
any playwright would purposefully destroy his illusory world by allowing the
entrance of a foreign element of reality to disturb an otherwise uniform
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mood. A good example of this problem is seen in Love's Labor's Lost. The
mood of this play is that of a musical comedy, the lighthearted story of lovers'
trials in pursuit of their beloved. The tone of the play is calcu lated to bring
the audience into the world of avarre and sentimental, romantic comedy in
the spirit of relaxing entertainment. The classic boy-gets-girl theme is abruptly
cut short precisely at the moment of its climax by the entrance of Mercade
with the illusion-shattering news that the King of France has died. The
destruction of the ligh t mood of comedy is signa led by Berowne who
tells Armado and his amateur players: "Worthies, away! The scene begins
to cloud." (LLL, V.ii . 730)
This sudden fading of the images of illusion for the audience of the
Masque of the Nine Worthies is precisely mirrored in the reaction of
Shakspere's audience. The unity of audience and play, achieved by the
common bond of imagination, is broken, and the audience becomes alienated
from the action on the stage. That is, the spectators are conscious of the wide
gap that separates reality from the illusion of the play.
Before the purpose of the alienation effect can be understood, a clearer
distinction must be made between those drama tic devices which do and those
which don't cause this reaction for the audience.
The first of these devices to consider is the chorus. If the essence of the
alienation effect is the realization in the audience that what they see before
them is simply a play, not reality but an imitation of reality, then a prologue
or epilogue spoken by a chorus would seem to have this effect. This, however,
is not the case. The prologues to R omeo and Juliet, Troilus and Cressida, and
H enry VIII , Rumour's Introduction and the Epilogue spoken by a dancer in
H enry IV Second Part, and the prologue, epi logue and act choruses of H enry
V and Pericles do not alienate the audience from the stage action, rather they
act as a bridge for the audience, facilitating their en try into the world of the
imagination by easing any doubts they might have about the unrealistic
nature of what is presented . In the Prologue to Henry V this is done didacticly
in a defense again Shakspere's critics, but implicit in all choruses is the image
of benign magician about to pull away a veil and lead the audience through
some kind of warp in space and time into a new world. Thus the speaker of
the prologue in Romeo and Juliet is able to reveal the basics of the plot and
foretells its outcome before the action even begins; Rumour becomes
embodied and lectures the audience; and old Gower returns from the dead to
guide the audience through the improbabilities of a romance.
So-called comic relief might be seen as an alienation effect since it is a
break in tone in the plays. In Romeo and Juliet for example, Peter the servant
comes upon the stage (Q 2 has Enter Will Kempe) immediately following the
Capulets' discovery and extended lamentations over the body of their
daughter. He asks the musicians who were to play in the wedding procession
to church to play "Heart's Ease," a pop tune of the day, and then threatens
to beat them if they don't. It is obvious that this morbid humor is not inserted
to ease the audience's tension: there is no dramatic climax because the
audience knows that Juliet is not dead. What this scene does do, however, is
destroy the serious tone and hence the authenticity of what immediately
-16-

preceeds it, the Capulets' lamentations for Juliet. A look at this scene reveals
th at perhaps the audience should not simply take speeches at their face value.
Starting with the urse's "She's dead, deceased, she's dead, alack the day!"
(IV.V.Z3), through Lady Capulet's "Alack the day, she's dead, she's dead,
she's dead!" (24), to old Capulet's "Despised, distressed, hated, martyred,
killed!" (59) the tone of these speeches is one of self-pity and over-dramatic
sentimentality. The primary concern of the urse, Lady Capulet and old
Capulet is not the tragedy of Juliet's death but of their own loss, tinged by
the conscious or unconscious feeling of guil t that they might have been
responsible for her dea th. The purpose, then, of the antics of Peter and the
musicians is not comic reli ef but character relief.
Other comic scenes comparable to this one in Romeo and Juliet in that
they are a radical change, apparently without reason, in the otherwise serious
tone of the play include th e clowns in the graveya rd at the beginning of
Act V in Hamlet and th e porter answering the gate in Act III, scene iii of
Macbeth. But here aga in the real purpose is not comedy but contrast. The
gravediggers' debate over th e philosophical-theological implications of
Ophelia's suicide, complete with mangled Latin and hair-splitting logic, is
in strange contrast with Hamlet's intellectual meditations. Perhaps Hamlet's
philosophizing is of no more worth than the clowns, since all men, scholar
and clown, are eventually laid in the grave with Yorick, the court jester. The
porter in Macbeth compares Inverness to hell in a comic comparison. But in
this case too, it is the low comic characters that indicate the reality of the
situation since Macbeth and his wife have turned their castle into a living
hell by their crime. It can be seen from these examples that a sudden change
in the tone of the play, from the serious to the comic, does not necessarily
produce an alienation effect in the audience but is rather a device used
to emphasize elements in the playwright's theme by means of comic comparison and contrast.
The difficulty in trying to generalize about what does and does not
produce alienation between stage and audience is compounded by exceptions
even to the negative conclusions drawn above. Puck's epilogue, for example,
along with Prospero's in the T empest, are the only examples of extra-dramatic
address in Shakspere. By this I mean that a player leaves his part on the stage
and turns to address the audience directly, acknowledging their presence for
the first time. Puck apologizes for any failing in the play by transferring the
power of illusion, that is the essence of the play, from the stage to the
spectators' minds:

If we shadows have offended,
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumbered here,
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream.
MND, Epilogue 430-5
What Puck calls into question is the view that the stage is simply an enter-17-

taining world of illusion fashioned by the arts of playwright, actor, and the
prop man into which the audience can enter as spectators through the use of
their imaginations. The distinction between reality and illusion is blurred
when Puck speaks to the audience as participants in the dream-world rather
than just spectators using their imaginations. Prospera's epilogue produces
this same effect more intensely:
Now my charms are all o'erthrown
And what strength I have's mine own,
Which is most faint. ow, 'tis true,
I must here be confined by you,
Or sent to aples. Let me not
Since I have my dukedom got,
And pardoned the deceiver, dwell
In this bare island by your spell.

T empest, Epilogue l-8
Again the distinction between the action on stage and the activities within the
minds of the spectators is blurred and the whole question of what is reality
and what is illusion is suggested.
The importance of this question and the reason it is valid is based on the
philosophical and theatrical meanings of the "play metaphor." From the
earliest comedies on up to the Tempest Shakspere uses the metaphor of the
world as a stage and its people as actors repeatedly. In Love's Labor's Lost
Berowne comments on his position of a hidden spectator to vows of love
of his comrades:
'All hid, all hid' - an old infant play.
Like a demigod here sit I in the sky,
And wretched fools' secrets heedfully o'er-eye.
LLL, IV.3.74-6
The possible reality of this statement is a cornerstone of the concept of
tragedy. Prince Hal, in reducing himself "From a prince to a prentice,"
comments:
Well, thus we play the fools with the time, and the
spirits of the wise sit in the clouds and mock us.
H enry IV, Part II, II.ii.135-7
The absurd and tragic nature of the world as a stage becomes more in evidence in the later tragedies. After Duncan's murder, Ross cries out:
Ah, good father,
Thou seest, the heavens, as troubled with man's act,
Threatens his bloody stage.
Macbeth, II.iv.4-6
The horror of the thought that the world is merely a stage, an illusion manipulated by some malevolent god has its highest expression in King Lear:
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When we are born, we cry that we are come
To this great stage of fools.

King Lear, IV.vi.l83-4
and:
As flies to wanton boys are we to the gods,
They kill us for their sport.

King Lear, IV.i.37-8
Thus the play metaphor, which began as a melancholy remark of Jacques in
As You Like It:
All the world's a stage
And all the men and women merely players.
AYLI, II.vii.l39-40
ends in the bitter despair of Macbeth:
Out, out, brief candle!
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

Macbeth, V.v.23-8
The movement of the play metaphor from cliche to tragic statement of
the human condition follows logically: If the stage is just a shadow-world of
illusion, and if what we call reality not only forms the foundation of this
stage since it is the poet's environment that stimulates his imagination but also
is recognized as resembling a play by many individuals, could it not be that
reality is some kind of illusion - something like Plato's shadows in the cave,
but without the consolation of a world of Ideals.
It is this recognition of the connection between the illusion of the play
and the reality of the world that is the power of the alienation effect. In
demonstrating this power, by far the most forceful theatrical device is the
play-wthin-a-play. The extension of the illusion of the play to the "second
degree" has the effect of reminding the audience that they, too, are watching
a play. And given the power of the play metaphor, a play-within-a-play also
suggests that the illusion might not only move inward, finding illusion within
illusion, but also outward, into reality, until Shakspere's play has become the
play-within-the-larger-play of the world.
In the same way "happenings" or scenes staged by characters within a
play can produce this same effect. Othello for example stages his own
little play in which he acts the libertine at the brothel of a whore, played
by Desdemona:
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Sir, she can turn and turn, and yet go on
And turn again. And she can weep, sir, weep.
And she's obedient. Proceed you in your tears.
Concerning this, sir - oh, well painted passion -

Othello, IV.i.264-8
In Othello's mad jealousy he is presenting an illusion which he thinks is
reality which the audience knows is illusion. Again the distinction between
illusion and reality is strained at the same time the strange connection between
drama as an imitation of life and drama as the reality of life is made.
The best example of the use of the alienation effect to explore the
complex idea of illusion and the presence of play elements in life is Hamlet.
The play is filled with allusions to the language of the theatre. In the first
scene in which Hamlet appears he draws the distinction for his mother
between the reality of grief and the outward signs of mourning:
These, indeed, seem;
For they are actions that a man might play;
But I have that within which passes show These but the trappings and the suits of woe.

Hamlet, l.ii.83-6
Hamlet again draws this distinction between the outward illusion and the
inner reality when he answers Horatio about the ghost:

If it assume my noble father's person.
I'll speak to it.

Hamlet, I.ii.243-4
From this point on, one important aspect of Hamlet's problem is the inability
to distinguish between illusion and reality. Is the Ghost really his father or
only an evil spirit in disguise? If the Ghost speaks the truth, then it is
Claudius that is playing a part. Are Rosencrantz and Guildenstern really his
fri ends or spies? What is his mother - an accomplice to a murder or an
unwitting dupe? Thus trapped in a web of illusion it is small wonder that
Hamlet refuses Ophelia's love and trusts only Horatio, a sceptic who refuses
to play any part.
It is this net of inh·igues that Hamlet steps out from in his soliloquies
and, in a sense, enters the audience. He explains his predicaments to the
others in the audience in the same way they might discuss the play between
acts. He accuses himself of cowardice in his delays:

For it cannot be
But I am pigeon-livered and lack gall
To make oppression bitter.

Hamlet, Illi.i604-6
But then doubt returns in that he is still not sure the Ghost was his father:
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The spirit that I have seen
May be the D evil, and the Devil hath power
To assume a pleasing shape. Yea, and perhaps
Out of my weakness and my melancholy,
As he is very potent with such spirit ,
Abuse me to damn me. I'll have grounds
More relative than this. The play's the thing
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the King.

Hamlet, III.i.627-34
The irony of the last lines is that H amlet is going to penetrate one illusion by
means of another in order to finally determine reality. This is not the first
time Hamlet has fought illusion with illusion. His first move on being unable
to determine Claudius' gui lt immediately is to pretend to be mad, thereby
protecting his life and probably his sanity.
Even though the play is a success in revealing Claudius' -guilt, the illusion
and drama in life still exists. H amlet mistakes Claudius' 1-..'Ileeling in the
chapel as a sign he is in a state of grace and thus refrains from killing him.
Instead he mistakes Polonius' calls for help in Gertrude's chamber as Claudius'
and slays Ophelia's fath er through the tapestry. By the end of the play
H amlet has given up all efforts to see through all the disguises and deceits
that surround him and simply accepts his part in tragedy that is about to
engulf him. It is as if Hamlet understands that the distinction between the
real and the appearances of the real cannot always be made; that sometimes
man finds himself in situations in which the action of fate and the interplay
of illusion and reality is so complex that he is no longer able to believe he
controls his own destiny, but is rather a player in a real life drama.
This a ttitude seems expressed in H amlet's easy-going acceptance of an
invitation to duel with L aertes. H amlet expresses some misgivings about the
duel and Horatio offers to postpone it. Hamlet declines:
Not a whit, we defy augury. There's special providence
in the fall of a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to
come; if it be not to come, it will be now; if it be
not now, yet it will come. The readiness is all.

Hamlet, V.ii.230-4
This acceptance of a role and hope in some kind of providence is expressed
more explicitly in Hamlet's closing remarks before his death when he says to
those of the D anish Court who are standing around, dumb at the sight of
the slaughter:
You that look pale and tremble at this chance,
That are but mutes or audience to this act.

Hamlet, V.ii.345-6
These lines have a radical alienation effect. Suddenly all those gathered
around Hamlet on stage become the equivalent of the audience watching the
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play, and the audience is now co-equal with those actors playing the Danish
Court. By this introduction of the external reality of the Globe audience,
Shakspere has infused the world of every-day physical reality with the realm
of the imagination in a mixture that is a much truer representation of the
human condition than what is generally termed realism.
- DAVID K OX

I Cannot Help But Say

into everything
his slightest movement
the way he moves his hand over his hair and back
the way he looks away and says something
and then looks back
his eyes and thin chin
his face and nose
into everything you read yourself
your hopes move in his fingers on the matches
your sadness molded in his palm
your everything is in him
his eyelashes, his eyebrows
his slightest twitch and then suddenly
its broken
as the match is lit in one swift movement away from you
and you remember
you have gone through all this
once before this was the stage, the scene, your act
it was the first night snowfall then
now it is like a dried rose and the petals have a faint scent.

- CAROL FURPAHS
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Harun

H arun al Rasched sought for truth
vizored in a lie,
He donned the fustian robe
And his subjects fustian speech
And in hope-full namelessness,
bowed at the back
He descended on his city he who trod above Crawled beneath, slunk along,
lurked her grimey ways.
Still every river quay seemed
embossed with barges quaint
From every hole the gleam
of golden glories goaded.
The monarch where ever he flees,
bears the burden of his throne
His back is mailed straight,
no matter how he bows
And all beyond his waist
is f01·ever out of vision.
The ]inn of Solomon
stood at every hand
To keep his wisdom far above
the muddy patches of the real.
His Life-ever His Dream.

-VIRGIL STROHMEYER
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Ornithology

Know when the wind chafes
Round sore com ers
Wh en the wind cuts off
A candle's head,
A bird may shake off
Shivering,
Kindle wings and climb
Though fli ckering;
Burning, he surprises
A disturbed w ind and us.
- CHARLES ZAROBILA
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From Certitude

pushing my feet
into certitude
like cement
to cast prints that wear a life
fill up with water to the brim
in rain
without soaking in
then overflow
thin bubbling that dries in slight heat
i cannot hold them here
their shadow shapes
hang grey on memory and morning
the snow fence set in fall with feet
lies waves of thin wood plats and wire
under snow drifting
wind blowing white on all sides
even spring thawing cannot push it up
but sinking deeper into mud
with river breaks
on m elting cliffs
worms pulling blood red bodies
wind their way
in and out of spaces slivers holes
aerating pine
i once knew solid
now do not hold this reason firm
but feel the earth shifting
as roots underground
seek moisture
and sprout
seedlings in the backs of hard clods
a knife to the rore
resharpened
which edge has cleaved
no flesh without blood
cuts short spring
to summer's drying mouth
this growth is deliberate.

-CAROL FURPAHS
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The Nightless Tower

The old witch masters and moth eared hucksters
loosened their ties and undid their collars
and squatted and squinted and chewed on their pencils
and plucked the feathers from their golden geese
and chased their own tails in the name of something
called higher learning but only for wizards
Light and song we asked of their magic
but you must learn to hunt they said
so they beat our drams out and filled us with questions
and warmed tiS and watched us and taught tiS our lessons
and ran us clown the road of pages
and hung us up in the nightless tower
with books on our backs and their words in our ears
Then on a clay in crystal spring
they robed us in purple and led us in lines
down from the tower into a garden
and they smiled and prayed and called us by name
and gave us their blessing written on lambskin
but never once did they look in our faces
or even bother to answer our eyes
- DANIEL KOPKAS
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Untitled
T eddy bears
think
deep
thoughts
you know
that's why
their eyes are glassy
most of the time
that's why
their 110ses are bent
occasionally
that's why
they're always
so sleepy
T eddy bears
think
deep
thoughts
for sure
- DA IEL KOPKAS
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Poem For Peggy

We must have been lovers
before we met somewhere
in a song long ago they
must have spoken of us in
a language we can only hear
in whispers now
They must have danced our
love in fire bright halls
and saluted our love in
golden starlit cups and the
elders must have scratched
their beards and shaded their
eyes as they listened to the
words unwinding the years
etched for a moment in the night
in some clearing in the trees
We must have been lovers
before we met and when the
tale is told it will be
told in a breath

-DANIEL KOPKAS
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Two Or More Follies

there is a strength and a weakness. The bodkin-bearing lover
I NwhoFOLLY
stands beneath the balustrade whistling melancholic tunes is as foolish
as the eager and marriageable fool who immediately mounts the obstacle.

Olim Folly was dragging a large bushel basket along a path in a dimly
darkened wood in the County of Weinburg. A young ingenuous wolf, not yet
knowledgeable in the ways of carnivores, and addicted to the Romance of
Amadis of Gaul sprang to her aid as chivalrous asses will do. He carried the
basket to the edge of the forest and then, looking back, found Folly gone.
Somewhat flustered by the inconstancy of his prospective paramour, the wolf
opened the basket which exuded an enticing odor. Jaws slavering, he
found the substance therein quite palatable and soporific. For the following
years granted him by the hunters, the said wolf was fond of turnips in butter
and ketchup.
Please beguile the hours away
For all the world is bleak today.
Invoke with piety Folly's dame
Recline and light the sacred flame
And eat and drink with friends .

•
A cat, a house, a sky is gray
Yet there is always a grey wolf.

•
We once ate at a doctor's residence in the parks of leisure far from
the haunts of his study. There, he was loathe to share with us his arcane
investigation into the ludicrous plantings from the grim Tree of Clear and
Distinct Ideas.
He withdrew embarassed, from our discourse, to nurture his seedlings
alone, feeling perhaps that such private acts as reading were obscene when
done in company. H e had to continue our conversation while he was absent.
W e grew hoarse and learned to hate each other. It was clearly an experiment
in mind diminution.
I desired before and after that I might sit at his feet and beg for the
leavings of his wisdom.

•
-
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A pseudo-drama: Folly's dilemma or a revolt before time
DRAMA TIS PE RSO!\'AE : F olly and her androgynous offspring, Reason.
In lieu of a proper introduction I present a my th . Being contempl ative,
it has been my doom to consider the possibility th at I am merely th e mad
shadow of some deluded shady character in someo ne-else's opium-dream.
The consideration that th ere is no necessary connection behveen th e idea of
God or of gods or of Goddesses or of immortality or of mortality or of
redeemers or of prophets brings one to ask - What is the profit of such
phantasms? As the chai n of existence needn 't be a chain , or concatenated
to any parti cular first link; be it reason or love or evil or nothing, isn't it
rankest Folly to worry at it, especiall y wh en all possibilities have their enticing
and their wretched sides. The prevalence of this visored Folly decided my
final choice on F olly herself as Cosmic Genetrix and pristine Mother ight.
THE MYTH:
Eons ago when there was onl y the F olly of nothing, before that Folly
bore her silly child, time, D ame Folly drumm ed on nothing, considering right
and wrong, male and female, and was un able to find them. She, as grammar
and my personal proclivities dictate, felt undefin ed without a mirror and so
nothing glistered indeterminately to comport itself with her wishes. Reflection
is a kind of generation , the making of a similar dissimilarity. She called this
timed-one Reason who also generated generations which generations represent
present Being. However in all of this irreverent proliferating, Folly has been
forgotten . ot to say that sh e hasn't been foolishly elated and depressed with
this foolish lack of communication among her Brother-Sister-Children.
In picturing the following conversation in the womb of Mother ight one
could visage the principles in this mann er, though I do allow for private
perversities. As the poet says:
I feel I understand
Existence, or at least a minute part
Of my existence, only through my art,
In terms of combinational delight;
And if my private universe scans right,
So does the verse of galaxies divine
Which I suspect is an iambic line.
Folly: A large or small, hollow or half-hollow or very-little-hollow or
not-hollow sphere, perfect if you please and therefore invisible except to the
very queerest of mathematicians.
Reason: A very smug and self-seeming travesty of the most perfect
specimens of the two or more universal sexes. There is melancholy in its eye,
contemplation on its brow and progressive-love on its lips.
Since all Things are still ideas of ideas any backdrop imaginable will do
for me as well as you.
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ThC' prologu or argument is spoken hy \ fcphi. to;
The modest truth f speak to thee.
If \Ian, that microcosmic fool, can sec
Himself a \\'hole so frequen t~\-,
Part of the Part am I. once All, in primal Night,Part of the Darkness \\'hich fostered the Light
The haughty Light. which now disputes th~ s~acc,
And claims of \loth<'l' ~ ight her ancient place.
And yet, the struggle fails ; since Light, howc'er it \\'eaves,
Still, fettered , unto bod ies cleaves:
It flows from bodies, bodies beautifies;
By bodies is its cour e impeded;
And so, but little time is needed,
Til, as bodies die, it straight returns to Mother ight.
Folly:

ow that there seems that there are two of us, let u recreate.

Reason: If that has meaning, of which I will be clearly distinct in a
moment, I suggest that you mythologize and I will criticize or demythologize
with all the ripe empirical material that will be.
Folly: I have ample reference, for all the future's poets I've taken for
my own . . . I dream of a singer of courtesy who dreams of Knights
immaculate and nice. These fellow tilt at vvind-mills or at each other with
just the proper gesture and canter what ...
Reason: How is this? Is courtesy reasonable, unless to aide in reasonably
wading through a slough of irrationality? D amn, Madam! you have got me to
create another image of yourself which is harc..lly effici nt use of self.
Folly: Sirrah, it is rather difficult not to reflect g iven this all-extensive
mirror. But to return. I did not say that courtesy was reasonable.
Reason: It is clearly folly.
Folly: Perhaps you will be mor pleased with a morbid Medieval scene.
Vast cathedrals, prelates vowed to uphold the teachings of the Prince of
Peace who desire to disseminate that belief and lack the power to do so,
hence they pay warriors to impress belief on the heathen while modifying
doctrines to allow for a warrior's tastes and even bending symbols and
practices to resemble the more ancient ones of the converted so that in the end
there is no great difference between ages as far as morality is concerned.
Reason: vVhat you mean is that the Believer feels that his doctrines are
divinely inspired and especially applicable to others and perhaps to himself
if they in no way intrude upon a life of sin.
Folly:
Beneath the doomed walls of Troy heavy heroes trod.
Defending ships or chariots or each other's beds
Each fought for fame in the morning Light
-
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And deeply drank for its loss each ight.
When invention stirred a poet's thoughts
To indite just who each man had fought
And so they had an easy immortality.
Reason: But then a wily fellow at my inspiration created an army, a
compact mass of idiots acting at a Fool's DIRECTIO . After all, it is
reasonable that such fools that desire fame should be eaten by that desire - it
nicely binds loose ends. With projected machinery they could easily clear
quite a few of your reflections.
Folly: Only in appearance. I am quite indifferent to the shape the
cosmos takes.
Reason: You may, but I have created necessity and must stand by it.
Things must be reasoned which necessitates permanency which requires
necessity. I may be indifferent to things but I at least require them to be.
Folly: Dee Dee Do Dum Dum Dumboo
Reason: A truly judicious inquiry. But necessity makes the best of all
possible worlds the only one one is necessitated to necessitate. What would a
sophist do without a tongue?
Folly: I hoped he would continue to hum. On and on and ever on the
tongue tracks through the desert, parched and alternately inundated, asked
to do double time while the mind is empty and forced to stutter when the
mind is full, cloyed or gravid. Pity the tongue, a worm without freedom,
housed in a dim noisome chatoyant cavern.
Reason: The worm has suffered a strange dejecting malformation. Once
a glorious serpent reveling in the ophidian capability to inculcate horror into
the hearts of almost anything hearted, now a vermiform, spineless nonentity.
Folly: Why must you die when I do not feel that I necessarily have to?
Reason: We all must suffer for the sake of necessity. Besides it is reasonable to suppose that a reflection cannot exist as permanently as its source.
Folly: The reasonable poets all write such deadly stuff; it is mitigated
somewhat if you add a hint of foolish fallacy:
When will I kill you? That's impertinent.
Why should you know the moment of your death?
Blast the damn beggars, that's what I'd do,
No moment for a prayer or dispensation
From their oily ministers and carping preachers.
Its not for you to know if I love or Hate you.
While this is a somber improvement:
Through foulest fogs of my own sluggish soul,
Through midnight glooms of all the wide world's guilt,
Through sulphurous cannon-clouds that surge and roll
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Above the steam of blood in anger split;
through all the sombre earth-oppressing piles
Of old cathedral temples which expand
Sepulchral vaults and monumental aisles,
Hopeless and freezing in the lifeful land;
I gaze and seek with ever longing eyes
For God, the Love-Supreme, all-wise, ali-good;
Alas! in vain! for over all the skies
A dark and awful shadow seems to brood,
A numbing, infinite, eternal gloom:
I tremble in the consciousness of Doom.
Reason: I disown such dizzy minds. Reason has limits and to transgress
these is an act of Folly. 'Brooding.' Ha, birds brood but clouds are less
likely to.
Folly: For a poet words must smell and feel, For ...
Reason: For the lunatic the Moon's inconstant, yet its bleak almost
seasonless exterior never thought of adultery since its inception; as for its
oonception that's another view and meaningless. The beginning was the Act
not the Word.
Folly: I admire your aphorisms and the minds that you have breached
to get them, but . . .
A Voice: Quiet! the movie is about to begin.
A flash of light and silence unless you are plagued with terrestrial hearing.
Epilogue:
When Folly's self defended mankind's woes,
Though not without a proper soft guffah,
She stole on Man as Madam of a Fancy
And brought redounding praise from Time-far-lands
Without an hope to weazand prohibition;
For men know less about their inward nature
Than that they cull from old behemoth's guts.
Thus spiteful man returns a careless favor:
Thank you, be wise, and don't do that again.
Anti-epilogue:
A more germane definition of Folly written by the foolish A. Bierce:
Folly! although Erasmus praised thee once
In a thick volume, and all authors known,
If not thy glory yet thy power have shown,
Deign to take homage from thy son who hunts
Through all thy maze his brothers, fool and dunce,
To mend their lives and to sustain his own,
However feebly be his arrows thrown,
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Howe'er each hide the flying weapons blunts.
All-Father Folly! be it mine to raise,
With lusty lung, here on this western strand
With all thine offspring thronged from every land,
Thyself inspiring me, the song of praise.
And if too weak, I'll hire, to help me bawl,
Dick Watson Gilder, gravest of us all.
Epode to the Epilogue:
And so it goes.
- VIRGIL STROHMEYER

For That Reason
for that reason
a black man's laugh is real
and your hair dark
over my shoulder
and low blues burns into night
but cannot touch the day or break the sun into stars and children are born out of darkness into days
and old m en refuse to carry candles when they leave
for that reason
these ink marks on a page
can't spell the soul
my eyes trace invisible
between our faces in the night
- M.
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J.

VAN VOOREN

None
there can be no birth
scream ina
i am not suddenly
before that
i was
as the apple is
before the budding of th e blossom
slow
in the solemn tomb of no space
i began
and in another thin tomb
i became
as i began
soundless with no warning
boundless w ith no ending
and that clark
bore into yet another dark
beginning in its last contraction
my continual motion
life
searches for light
given a matchstick
but must find suitable flint
a small spark
is sufficient hope
even the clark
begs,
the beginning
is endless

- CAROL FURPAHS
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The Lake In The Basin Of Dreams

a final rwte:
never (as death slices along
uncanny step and sickle)
slow down or
stop
a step to the side
and the liquid slips through
and is lost unintended
your shut-eyed sleep
only rest
but day does not linger
long on your hanger
and the eye opens
quick to glaze
swim on
with the river
this current, your brook
with the flow of the land
in the cut of the rock
there can be no ebb
or tide but saltwater and moon
your liquid is clear
of taste to the granite bottom
the lake
puddles and stands
in the basin of dreams
after draining
and your own cockpit.

-CAROL FURPAHS
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Poor Richard Half-A-Dollar
Dyin) Almanac Blues
Poor Richard's dyin'
with the half-a-dollar blues
in his almanac pa;amas
and his half-a-dollar shoes
Poor Richard, poor Richard
Nobody listens to your half-a-dyin' truths
Think of Ben Franklin
on his deathbed
(they say he died of syphilis)
I wonder if they'd
fly the flag half-mast
today for the old electric man
stretched out in pain
(they made a fifty-cent piece for him)
Consider George Washington
in his last year of life
(they say he freed his slaves when he died)
I wonder if they'd
still celebrate his birthday
in cherry pie style today
if he hadn't
(he got to be a dollar bill)
They made Thomas ]efferson a nickel
and he got the whole show started
with his constitution
and whatever happened
to Patrick H enry
(I think he should have been
worth at least a dime
even if he was a mdical)
Poor Richard's dead now
in his pa;amas and his shoes
they lowered him with his almanac
and his half-a-dollar blues
Poor Richard, poor Richard
Nobody listened to your half-a-dyin' tntths

- DA IEL KOPKAS
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